

Japan-U.S. Missile
Defense Collaboration:
Rhetorically Delicious,
Deceptively Dangerous
Gordon R. Mitchell

On August 16, 1999, Masahiko Komura, Foreign Minister of Japan, and
Thomas Foley, U.S. Ambassador to Japan, signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) to pursue joint research on missile defense technology.
Close scrutiny of this agreement is warranted, since the collaborative research it
authorizes could presage fundamental changes in the Japan-U.S. security alliance,
and have an important influence on future missile defense debates yet to unfold
in Asia, Europe, and the United States. To grasp the dynamics and significance of
this agreement, it is useful to frame Japan-U.S. missile defense research in light
of ballistic missile defense (BMD) debates that have preceded contemporary
developments. The Japanese contemplating current proposals for export of U.S.
missile defense technology would do well to remember caveat emptor: the principle of commerce that states “buyer beware.” Such skepticism seems prudent given
the long track record of U.S. strategic deception in missile defense advocacy,
where American officials and industry executives have misrepresented the capabilities of BMD technologies, disguised the actual purposes of BMD systems, and
attempted to silence critics who have contested the Pentagon’s official missile
defense orthodoxy.
In the following discussion, missile defense’s strong political appeal serves
as the focus of part I, where factors making American BMD technology a “delicious” export for Japan are considered. The track record of U.S. missile defense
programs reveals frequent gaps between the advertised benefits of BMD systems
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and the actual capabilities and purposes of such systems. The significance of these
gaps for proposed Japan-U.S. missile defense projects is examined in part II. Part
III considers the possible fallout of a decision by Japan to accept American BMD
technology, in the event that such a decision also entails importation of American
strategies of deception designed to insulate missile defense systems from political
criticism. Part IV compares the dynamics of potential strategic deception in
Japanese Theater Missile Defense (TMD) advocacy to Cold War patterns of discourse and strategy deployed to buoy Reagan-era BMD programs such as the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). The paper concludes with a constructive turn
in part V, where potential avenues of change are explored. During the Cold War
endgame, transnational linkages forged between scientists and peace movement
activists in the U.S. and USSR created back channels of communication that
were instrumental in enabling both superpowers to back away from the nuclear
brink. Today, similar contacts between Japanese and American citizens have the
potential to counter dominant security discourses in public spheres of deliberation. Constitution of new “counter-public spheres”1 could clear space for citizens
to bring fresh perspectives to bear on missile defense dialogues that have been
largely controlled by U.S. military officials and defense industry representatives
for decades.

.      .. 
Japan’s interest in BMD dates to the mid-1980s, when several Japanese
companies participated in the Pentagon’s WESTPAC project, a preliminary study
of missile defense requirements in the Western Pacific. The Japanese government
got directly involved in BMD discussions in 1993, when an official Japan-U.S.
TMD Working Group was created “to provide a forum for regular discussion of
TMD.”2 Subsequently, U.S. corporations and defense officials lobbied heavily for
Japan to endorse the TMD concept and pursue collaborative missile defense projects. Some commentators criticized such back room lobbying because it preempted more robust public discussion regarding the wisdom of TMD for Japan.
As one editorial in the Tokyo Mainichi Shimbun argued, “[A]mid the absence of
government and public arguments, the actual situation is that the defense industry is jumping the gun…”3 Toshiyuki Toyoda, a physicist at Meiji Gakun
University, expressed similar skepticism with the observation that “people who
harbor a blind belief in technology may be easily deceived by the promoters of
these expensive schemes.”4
Such reservations did little to temper American zeal in promoting a
Japanese TMD system. At the second meeting of the Japan-U.S. TMD Working
Group in 1995, U.S. Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) representatives presented Japanese officials with a 40-page document entitled “Japan’s
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Choices Regarding TMD.” Strongly endorsing several Asian theater missile
defense options, the report warned that TMD is “the last military business opportunity for this century.”5 While visiting with a senior Japan Defense Agency
(JDA) official, a former U.S. Deputy Undersecretary of Defense said on March
10, 1995 that “relations with the U.S. military, industry, and Congress will suffer
if no progress is made in introducing the TMD.”6 After release of the 1995
report, JDA officials questioned the feasibility of TMD and protested the language of BMDO’s presentation on the grounds that it “gives the impression that
Japan has already committed itself to the TMD.”7
During the next few years, preliminary discussions continued, with U.S.
officials pushing for TMD and Japanese officials largely soft-pedaling such proposals, until a dramatic event profoundly changed the valence of discussions. On
August 31, 1998, North Korea launched a prototype Taepodong three-stage missile over the Japanese archipelago. According to Yoichi Funabashi, chief diplomatic correspondent for the Asahi Shimbun, this dramatic test was the “direct
impetus” behind Japan’s decision to pursue TMD.8 As The Economist reported,
the North Korean launch provided the stimulus needed to break the logjam on
Japanese attitudes toward missile defense: “After years of dithering, the Japanese
government promptly agreed to participate in America’s proposed Theatre Missile
Defense system…”9
There are early indications that the Japan-U.S. TMD project will focus on
Research and Development (R&D) options for the Navy Theater Wide (NTW)
missile defense system, with project costs running upwards of $524 million, and
expenses split evenly by the two parties over five to six years. Designed to protect
against incoming missiles flying within a 1,860-mile radius, NTW is categorized
by the U.S. as a theater system, even though it would be designed to have strategic capability for Japan (i.e. to protect the entirety of its geographical land
mass).10 In the R&D effort, U.S. officials hope to gain from Japanese contributions in the areas of miniaturization, sensors, propulsion, and cryogenics.11 Also,
it is believed that Japan could help with development of the NTW system, by
contributing technology and expertise enabling weight reduction of the Navy’s
Standard Missile (used as the interceptor component of the new system), as well
as refinement of multicolored imagers designed to enhance the ability of NTW
sensors to discriminate between actual warheads and decoys. Lighter interceptor
missiles could improve NTW’s overall performance by enhancing interceptor
range and maneuverability, while more powerful sensor imaging technology
might increase the probability that interceptor missiles could locate and home in
on target missiles.
One way to shed light on the possible course of public argument and scientific collaboration in the Japan-U.S. TMD project is to look to the past. The promotion campaign for this collaborative effort carries the imprints of advocacy
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schemes deployed to buoy the political fortunes of many missile defense programs
since 1983, when U.S. president Ronald Reagan put BMD on the front pages of
the world’s newspapers with his famous “Star Wars address.” As historian Frances
FitzGerald points out, Reagan’s key motivation for advocating Star Wars was to
fashion a rhetorical tool that would allow him to respond to the ominous dangers
of the superpower arms race in a way that would appeal to the nuclear freeze constituency.12 After the speech, missile defense advocates seized upon Reagan’s claim
that missile defense could render nuclear weapons “impotent and obsolete” by
packaging the concept of BMD in the language of peace and disarmament.
Remarkably, it appears that marching orders for this rhetorical strategy of co-option
were laid out in a “Proposed Plan for Project on BMD and Arms Control” entitled
“High Frontier: A New Option in Space,” apparently produced by the Heritage
Foundation late into President Reagan’s first term.13 According to former aerospace
industry insider Carol Rosin, the objectives of this secret plan are to “get an early
BMD underway and develop enough political support to ensure that it could not
be turned off,” and to force a drastic reorientation of the U.S. arms control debate
in such a way as to “make it politically risky for BMD opponents to invoke alleged
‘arms control arguments’ against an early, or any other BMD system.”14
Specifically, the “High Frontier” document instructs BMD advocates to
“unambiguously seek to recapture the term ‘arms control’ and all of the idealistic
images and language attached to this term.”15 In a section on “Tactics,” the report
recommends a “radical approach that seeks to disarm BMD opponents, either by
stealing their language and cause, ‘arms control,’ or by putting them into a tough
political corner through their explicit or de facto advocacy of classical anti-population war crimes.” The report continues: “[T]o the extent possible, BMD proponents should begin to stress nuclear disarmament as a new end point, perhaps
using such descriptions as arms control through BMD = nuclear disarmament.”16
The report also establishes a rhetorical foundation for strategic deception on the
technical aspects of SDI, by suggesting that ethical arguments for BMD should
be uncoupled from scientific concerns about technical feasibility; BMD “will be
driven by ethical urgency, rather than by technological availability…”17
Examination of the official discourse supporting the Japan-U.S. TMD project reveals areas of overlap in the basic organizing themes for the project and patterns of persuasion pursued in the early U.S. Star Wars promotion campaign.
Discussing the joint Japan-U.S. TMD project, U.S. Secretary of Defense William
Cohen said, “Our interests are purely defensive.”18 Japan’s Foreign Minister,
Masahiko Komura, paralleled this rhetorical tack, by telling the Diet that “the
TMD will be purely defensive and will never pose any military threat to other
countries.”19 The East Asian Strategic Review, compiled by the National Institute
for Defense Studies (a research arm of the JDA) rebutted China’s criticisms of
Japan-U.S. TMD collaboration, arguing that such research is “purely defensive.”20
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These comments reflect TMD’s strong potential appeal in Japan, where
heightened threat perceptions stir calls for pro-active JDA measures, but where
political and legal constraints rule out pursuit of deterrence based on a buildup of
offensive weaponry. In this climate, TMD seems to be a “delicious” rhetorical
option for politicians and military leaders seeking to satisfy hawks and doves
simultaneously. Missile defense’s potential appeal cuts across a broad spectrum of
military and public opinion. The argument that missile defense can contribute to
security through maintenance of technological superiority over adversaries resonates with hawks who endorse peace-through-strength logic, while missile
defense’s very name sounds reassuring to some doves who favor defensive military
postures and doctrines. Reflecting on the rhetorical potential of Japanese missile
defense in this regard, one commentator notes that since “the missiles do not detonate and are intended for defense, adoption could be more politically palatable
in a country that…has explicitly renounced war in its constitution.”21 As an antiweapon weapon, missile defense can be lacquered in a veneer of anti-war rhetoric.
The same rhetorical maneuver that President Reagan used to sell Star Wars as a
tool of disarmament to the U.S. freeze movement during the 1980s appears to
have been appropriated by Japanese BMD advocates seeking to reconcile missile
defense with their nation’s peace constitution in the contemporary milieu.
An additional aspect of TMD’s unique appeal in the Japanese public sphere
concerns the relationship between missile defense and the Japan-U.S. security
alliance. Proponents of collaborative TMD projects between Japan and the U.S.
highlight the defensive nature of such projects by claiming that pursuit of joint
research will work as political glue to strengthen the fundamentally defensive
alliance. On this logic, missile defense substitutes for offensive weapons, because
it “obviates the need for Japan to consider hedging against new threats of
weapons of mass destruction with its own nuclear deterrent.”22 Toshiyuki Shikata,
a professor of security at Teikyo University, offers a similar rationale for TMD,
explaining that Japanese missile defense would “enhance confidence toward Japan
in the region” and “eliminate fears that Japan aims to develop nuclear weapons.”23
Missile defense is presented here as a device that neutralizes nuclear weapons on
both sides: “enemy” missiles are rendered useless, and the need for Japan to
pursue a nuclear deterrent arsenal is rendered superfluous in light of protection
afforded by a reliable missile shield.

.    ..   
The historical record shows that in the short term, U.S. Star Wars advocates enjoyed great political success in “stealing the language and cause” of the
American peace movement, by selling BMD rhetorically as a defensive weapon,
largely neutralizing nuclear freeze activism in the process. In fact, the political
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campaign to package SDI as a tool of disarmament eventually gathered so much
momentum that it took on a life of its own, with missile defense proponents continuing to echo Reagan’s promise of “BMD = disarmament,” even when it
became clear that such a fanciful notion was a scientific chimera.
This uncoupling of ethical themes in public argument from the technical
constraints of rocket science produced a dramatic burst of deceptive discourse.
Strategic deception practiced by the Pentagon during the Star Wars era grew out
of an overall government policy of strategic disinformation, codified at the highest official levels, designed to inflate perceptions of U.S. military capabilities and
needs during the Cold War arms buildup. At the Central Intelligence Agency, the
policy took the form of a “perception management” program, outlined in a
defense guidance document prescribing: “We should seek to open up new areas of
military competition and obsolesce previous Soviet investment or employ sophisticated strategic deception options to achieve this end.”24 At the Department of
Defense (DOD), deceptive practices received official sanction in a wide-ranging
“coordinated disinformation effort” covering 15-20 programs, one of them SDI.25
“This misinformation altered, perhaps profoundly, the course of and expenditures
for SDI,” explains Kevin O’Neill of the Institute for Science and International
Security.26 One might think that such deception programs would have ceased after
the fall of the Berlin Wall and the attendant easing of superpower tensions, but
surprisingly, similar strategic deception campaigns on missile defense have been
carried out to bolster new BMD systems such as Patriot,27 Theater High Altitude
Area Defense (THAAD),28 and National Missile Defense (NMD).29 These deception campaigns have been necessary to keep appropriations flowing to missile
defense programs beleaguered by a long track record of technical failure.
• 1984: U.S. scientists rigged the Homing Overlay Experiment by placing a
homing beacon on the target missile, artificially heating the target missile,
and secretly installing explosives on the interceptor missile to simulate
interception in the case of a miss.
• 1985: U.S. scientists (including the Director of Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory) dramatically exaggerated the brightness and focus of X-Ray
lasers in the Romano, Cottage, and Goldstone tests conducted as part of
Reagan’s Star Wars program.
• 1991: Pentagon officials overstated the accuracy of the Patriot missile defense
system during the Persian Gulf War, exaggerated its effectiveness in postwar congressional hearings, then abused the classification system in
attempts to silence critics and protect the fiction of the system’s accuracy.
• 1994: The director of BMDO secretly contracted a private “SDI boutique” to produce research findings discrediting a published article questioning the legality
of THAAD under the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. Without verifying
the validity of the contractor’s study (which an independent assessor judged
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later to be “wrong”), BMDO then amplified its findings to high-ranking foreign audiences in official briefings.
• 1996: TRW, Inc. suppressed internal criticism of the company’s software program designed to enable the proposed NMD system to discriminate
between real warheads and decoys.
• 1999: BMDO officials failed to disclose NMD system malfunctions that caused
an exo-atmospheric kill vehicle to drift off course and home-in on a decoy
during a flight test.
The legacy of strategic deception in U.S. missile defense advocacy also
includes episodes where Pentagon officials have misrepresented the actual purposes of BMD programs, in order to insulate them from political criticism. In
1988, the DOD joined a purely civilian research project on nuclear powered
rockets, in order to design launch vehicles that could “carry particle beams, lasers,
and homing rockets for missile defense purposes” into space.30 Knowing that
“public discussion of the dangers of nuclear-powered rockets would create difficult political and public relations problems,” Pentagon officials hid this program
(called Timberwind) in the black budget.31 Subsequently, activist Preston J.
Truman videotaped Air Force officials lying blatantly to citizens at a 1991 environmental impact hearing in Utah on the rocket program. As Truman recounts,
they “outright lied to the public during hearings and to regional media stating
that the proposed nuclear rocket was 100 percent civilian and had no military
applications and that there was no relationship whatsoever to the SDI program,
while knowing full well this was not the case.”32
A similar example of strategic deception involved U.S. treatment of a highresolution X-band radar based in Vardø, Norway. In late 1998, the DOD quietly
dismantled the HAVE STARE radar system based in Vandenburg Air Force Base
in California, reassembled it in Vardø, and then renamed it Globus II. When
Norwegian journalist Inge Sellevåg asked about the purpose of the Globus II
radar, military officials from Norway and the U.S. said that it was deployed to
track space debris.33 However, John Pike of the Federation of American Scientists
calls this space debris tracking mission “a thin cover story,” given that the powerful radar is one of the few X-band radars in the U.S. arsenal able to provide high
resolution early warning data for enemy missile launches.34 Postol, who uncovered internal Pentagon documents demonstrating that the Globus II radar is
designed to maximize effectiveness of a NMD system against Russian
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs), bolsters Pike’s suspicions.35
A grasp of the historical patterns of strategic deception employed in U.S.
missile defense advocacy is useful for making sense of the Japan-U.S. TMD agreement, since the collaborative research authorized by this agreement paves the way
for eventual Japanese purchase of American BMD products. Such a purchase
would likely result not only in a substantial transfer of capital and technology, but
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also export of American rhetorical strategies for marketing BMD systems to
Japanese consumers in the executive branch, parliament, and general public. In
fact, the secret “High Frontier” planning document anticipates such offshore
advocacy efforts, directing U.S. Star Wars stalwarts to reach abroad in their BMD
promotion campaigns through recommendations that “the strategy proposed
should be appealing to U.S. allies,” and that advocates “should spend a great deal
of time trying to get an offshore constituency, particularly the governments of
major U.S. allies, the more vocal and outspoken the better.”36 The document further suggests that such foreign marketing should cultivate “a broad political constituency” (including allies such as Israel and Japan) that would “make it
impossible to turn off ” BMD.37
As it turns out, Pentagon leaders and American industry officials pursued
such plans under the aegis of WESTPAC, a mid-1980s joint study on the feasibility of missile defense in the Pacific theater. The significance of this effort is
laid out in the “High Frontier” document: “This offshore advocacy will provide
several desirable things at the same time: it will lend credibility to domestic
U.S. proponents of BMD, while enlisting political support overseas that
inevitably will begin to register on the entire U.S. national-security bureaucracy.”38 Here, the enlistment of foreign allies in missile defense projects is seen
as an important tool providing leverage for U.S. NMD advocates persuading
domestic American audiences of the inevitability (and thus desirability) of massive BMD appropriations.
If Japan makes a sizable financial commitment to TMD, this will create a
substantial political incentive for missile defense proponents in the U.S. to argue
for perpetual funding of BMD across the board. “Having a technological giant
like Japan involved [in missile defense] makes the project more convincing to the
American people,” says one U.S. government researcher in military technology.
“It will be difficult to terminate the program, no matter how unpromising it is,
if other countries have committed so much money to it.”39

.  :     
Part I of this essay depicted how missile defense’s peaceful veneer makes
pursuit of BMD a delicious strategy for politicians hungry to talk tough in the
face of foreign threats, yet eager to maintain the pose of a fundamentally defensive military posture. The proclivity of officials to leverage this rhetorical strategy
with deception schemes designed to mask technical failure and camouflage the
real purposes of BMD systems was elucidated in part II. The following discussion
considers how the dynamics of BMD as a delicious but deceptive American
export might shape the future course of Japanese missile defense policy and color
Japanese and U.S. public arguments regarding BMD.
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Initially, it is worth noting that many of the same political dynamics that
drove previous U.S. deception schemes on missile defense are currently present in
the context of Japan-U.S. TMD collaboration. Once a decision is reached to
deploy a joint missile defense system, the huge momentum that builds up behind
such a project makes it difficult to alter the course of its eventual realization. This
is particularly true for Japan, where commentators have noted that TMD has the
potential to be the “live coal that will jolt Japan’s defense industry…If Japan does
decide to introduce TMD, whether or not defense-related firms become involved
in TMD will largely affect their destiny as the budget for armaments for direct
use in warfare tapers down.”40 Akira Kato, a defense specialist at Obirin
University in Tokyo, puts this more bluntly by stating that a Japanese TMD
would have the effect “of keeping Japan’s defense industry going.”41 Days after the
Japan-U.S. joint research agreement was announced, The Economist reported
that, “the Japanese defense industry is now rubbing its hands in glee at the
prospect of being handed even more big and lucrative contracts.”42
In the case of the U.S. Star Wars system, a similar hitching of the financial
health of defense contractors to the fate of BMD programs created momentum
for far-flung strategic deception schemes, designed to keep the idea of missile
defense afloat, even when widespread corruption and incompetence undermined
the technical soundness of BMD research efforts. The zeal with which American
corporations such as Raytheon, Inc. have pushed the concept of Japanese TMD,
coupled with the huge financial windfall awaiting Japanese defense contractors in
the event of a major government commitment to missile defense, combine to
make conditions ripe for strategic deception in the Japanese context. The historical record indicates that such deception could play out on multiple levels.
Using Gulf War deception on Patriot missile accuracy as a template,
Japanese and U.S. officials might manufacture exaggerated claims of TMD effectiveness to calm Japanese citizens made nervous by Chinese nuclear saber rattling.
Japanese scientists could follow in the footsteps of Edward Teller and manipulate
scientific data on missile defense feasibility to win budget appropriations. Or
Japanese corporations could copy the TRW, Inc. strategy of silencing and retaliating against in-house whistle-blowers who raise technical concerns that might jeopardize lucrative missile defense contracts. In this vein, the case of former TRW, Inc.
senior engineer Dr. Nira Schwartz provides a possible precedent for such a “hush
to failure” strategy. Schwartz worked for TRW, Inc. from 1995-1996 on computer
software enabling NMD interceptors to discriminate between target missiles and
decoys. In documents filed in a Los Angeles federal district court, Schwartz alleges
that TRW, Inc. “knowingly made false test plans, test procedures, test reports, and
presentations to the United States Government,” then retaliated by firing her
when she refused to cover up such fraudulent activity.43 Schwartz’s charges were
corroborated by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) defense and arms
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control scholar Theodore A. Postol, as well as an official Pentagon investigation
conducted by the U.S. Defense Criminal Investigative Services (DCIS), an investigative arm of the DOD Office of the Inspector General.44
When assessing the Japan-U.S. TMD project, citizens interested in government accountability and nuclear safety would do well to put stock in the old
aphorism: you can’t judge a book by its cover. If historical trends continue, there
is good reason to expect that the official discourse on Japanese TMD will cover
up technical failure and disguise politically unpopular missions planned for any
joint Japan-U.S. system. There are several negative consequences that could result
from such deception.
One end result of a politically motivated decision to pursue Japanese
TMD, based on doctored scientific data, could be deployment of a deeply flawed
missile defense system that is technically bankrupt, yet has an illusory veneer of
effectiveness. In addition to the fact that such a fraudulent scheme would sacrifice huge amounts of taxpayer funds at the altar of corporate profit, such a development would present profound security risks of its own. Consider that missile
defense advocates point to the possibility of “rogue state blackmail” as an emerging threat justifying rapid pursuit of missile defense. This blackmail scenario
envisages major powers embroiled in a diplomatic or military dispute where a socalled state of concern (e.g. North Korea, Iran or Iraq—armed with weapons of
mass destruction [WMD]) attempts to exact concessions from wealthy states, by
threatening their homelands with long-range rocket attack.45
In such a tragic situation, it is suggested that missile defense would preserve
“freedom of movement” to call the state of concern’s bluff. To do this, however,
leaders of shielded nations would need to have supreme confidence in their missile defense systems. If such confidence was based on faulty or doctored feasibility
data, the stage could be set for a miscalculation of tragic proportions. For example, misplaced faith in a leaky missile defense shield could mistakenly embolden a
Japanese president to take diplomatic risks that would recklessly expose thousands
(perhaps millions) of civilians to nuclear, chemical, or biological attack.46
Perhaps an even more frightening scenario involves a case where missile
defense works—but not for its publicly advertised purpose. The frequent argument that BMD is “purely defensive” belies the fact that much missile defense
technology can be used for offensive military missions. Consider that the same
missile used as an interceptor in the NTW system, the U.S. Navy Standard
Missile-3 (SM-3), can also be outfitted with powerful warheads and used in
offensive strikes on land and sea targets. “In a strict definition,” explains Yuan
Hong of the Chinese Academy of the Social Scientists, “the TMD is a weapon
system with both defensive and offensive capabilities.”47 Such insight is reflected
in Newsweek International’s observation that “politicians from Seoul to Surabaya
view Tokyo’s new defense debate as a smoke screen for rearmament.”48
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Any clear-cut distinction between offensive and defense in the TMD context is hopelessly muddied when one realizes that plans for the NTW system
include a substantial space component. An elaborate network of space satellites
(as well as spaceborne forces to protect them) would be essential features of any
robust NTW system, providing early warning data of enemy missile launches, as
well as tracking information designed to guide SM-3 interceptors to their targets
in mid-flight. It is instructive to note that politically powerful missile defense proponents such as U.S. Senator Bob “Spaceman” Smith (R-NH) envision NTW
integrated into an overall space force that would pursue both defensive and offensive military missions.49
We need to incorporate forward-deployed capabilities like the Navy
Theater Wide program and the Air Force Airborne Laser as space-based
missile defense programs to ensure [that] we can stop missiles in their boost
phase, dropping the debris fallout over our adversary’s homes, not
ours…[S]pace offers us…the prospect of inflicting violence—all with great
precision and nearly instantaneously, and often more cheaply. With credible offensive and defensive space control, we will deter our adversaries, reassure our allies, and guard our nation’s growing reliance on global
commerce.50

This full-throated call for a robust blend of offensive and defensive space
weaponry reflects a strategic principle elucidated by Frank Barnaby: when it
comes to arming the heavens, “anti-ballistic missiles and anti-satellite warfare
technologies go hand-in-hand.”51 The interlocking nature of offense and defense
in military space technology stems from the inherent “dual capability” of spaceborne weapon components. To the extent that ballistic missile interceptors based
in space can knock out enemy missiles in mid-flight, such interceptors can also
be used as orbiting “death stars,” capable of sending munitions hurtling through
the earth’s atmosphere at dizzying velocities.52 As Marc Vidricaire, a member of
the Canadian Delegation to the U.N. Conference on Disarmament, explains: “If
you want to intercept something in space, you could use the same capability to
target something on land.”53 Furthermore, spaceborne BMD components can be
used for offensive attacks in outer space itself, where orbiting space assets belonging to adversaries could be targeted for destruction. According to defense analyst
James E. Oberg, “…the benign, defensive nature of a ballistic missile killer is not
the only facet of such a system—it also has inherent offensive capability against
satellites.”54 This dual capability of BMD systems provides one rationale for why
space weapons advocates such as Senator Smith propose to make offensive attack
weapons part of missile defense. In a world where deployment of purely offensive
space weaponry might be difficult to justify as a stand-alone military initiative,
Oberg speculates, “the means by which the placement of space-based weapons
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will likely occur is under a second U.S. space policy directive—that of ballistic
missile defense.”55
Although these “death star” scenarios might seem like they come straight
out of Hollywood special effects studios, it is worth noting that the U.S. Space
Command is on record endorsing military strategy that favors weaponization of
space as a force multiplier for offensive attack missions. An official planning document entitled “Vision for 2020” foresees “space-based strike weapons” as part of
“global engagement capabilities” designed to enable “application of precision
force from, through, and to space.”56 Aggressive pursuit of these “strike weapons”
is imperative, according to Space Command officials, because “space superiority
is emerging as an essential element of battlefield success and future warfare.”57
Arguing that “it is inevitable that mankind will weaponize space,” Air Force Lt.
Col. Thomas D. Bell claims in a 1999 paper that, “The U.S. ability to conduct
combat operations in this environment will provide the technical asymmetry that
the U.S. will need to win the next war, just as it used strategic bombers and the
atomic bomb to win World War II and stealth technology and precision guided
munitions to win the Gulf War.”58 These plans recently received concrete expression in comments from Gen. Ralph E. Eberhart, Air Force Space Command
Commander. While addressing a group at the Joint Tactical Ground Station in
South Korea, Eberhart declared that “[s]pace is the ultimate high ground…Not
only do we have to use it, we have to be able to defend it and deny our enemy
the use of space if we are at war…we have to ensure space superiority for our
commanders and men and women who rely on it during the fight.”59
Although missile defense advocates frequently trumpet the “purely defensive” nature of BMD, such systems exist in a strategic framework that ineluctably
includes offensive space weaponry. “The PR spin is that the U.S. military push
into space is about missile defense or defense of U.S. space satellites. But the volumes of material coming out of the military are concerned mainly with offense—
with using space to establish military domination over the world below,” notes
professor Karl Grossman.60 Such a suggestion carries particular significance for
Japan, since as Frank Umbach, Senior Research Fellow at the German Society of
Foreign Affairs, explains, “a possible Japanese TMD deployment may require an
integration of the anti-missile defense command and control (C-2) systems of
Japan and the U.S., which could have far-reaching implications for both sides.”61
Eventual deployment of a joint Japan-U.S. TMD system could saddle Japanese
officials with the sober responsibility of making command decisions regarding
use of spaceborne weapons for offensive military missions.
It is tempting to take comfort in the idea that JDA leaders would not
permit a joint missile defense system such as NTW to evolve into a platform for
offensive space power, especially since such a development would flout Japanese
legal and constitutional prohibitions against such military adventures. However,
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in a joint command situation, it is not clear that such constraints would hold up,
especially in light of intimidating comments by space power enthusiasts such as
Senator Smith, who vows to use his position on Capitol Hill to ram space
weaponry down the throats of opponents, regardless of how vocal they are: “If the
Air Force cannot or will not embrace spacepower, we in Congress will have to
drag them there, kicking and screaming if necessary.”62
Another possibility is that Japanese objections against incorporation of
offensive space power into a joint missile defense program could be rendered
moot by strategic deception. Part II of this essay explored cases where U.S. missile defense advocates deployed subterfuge to camouflage the actual purpose of
BMD programs, in order to insulate the program from political criticism. A similar approach would seem politically attractive for public affairs officers dealing
with the sensitive issue of a Japanese TMD’s offensive military capabilities. Since
such capabilities would clearly prove to be public relations liabilities for missile
defense advocates attempting to justify TMD to Asian publics, there could be
great institutional inertia to pursue a Pentagon-style public relations strategy of
hiding such capabilities behind layers of secrecy, classification, and obfuscation,
then dominating public debate with talk of “purely defensive” BMD systems.
However, back door deployment of offensive space weapons would pose
grave security risks, given the potentially disastrous consequences of an unconstrained arms race in space. Lt. Col. Bell provides a glimpse of some of the varieties of space weapons that might be produced in such a scenario: “A mix of space
weapons will offer the capability to destroy various types of surface and sub-surface targets with three types of weapons: continuous lasers that use heat to melt
structures and destroy them; pulsed lasers that vaporize material and penetrate
the structure; and kinetic energy weapons that provide the capability to attack
targets hundreds of feet under the surface of the earth.”63 According to Senator
Charles S. Robb (D-VA), space weaponization could transform Reagan’s hopeful
Star Wars vision into an ominous “death star” future.
During the Reagan years, advocates of the Strategic Defense Initiative ran
an effective television spot featuring children being saved from nuclear
attack by a shield represented by a rainbow. If we weaponize space, we will
face a very different image—the image of hundreds of weapons-laden satellites orbiting directly over our homes and our families 24 hours a day, ready
to fire within seconds. If fired, they would destroy thousands of ground,
air, and space targets within minutes, before there is even a chance of knowing what has happened, or why. This would be a dark future, a future we
should avoid at all costs.64

A buildup of space weapons with capability to execute offensive missions
might begin with noble intentions of “peace through strength” deterrence, but
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this rationale glosses over the tendency that “…the presence of space
weapons…will result in the increased likelihood of their use.”65 Military commanders desiring to harness the precision strike capability afforded by spacebased “smart” weapons might order deliberate attacks on enemy ground targets
in a crisis. The dizzying speed of space warfare would introduce intense “use or
lose” pressure into strategic calculations, with the specter of split-second laser
attacks creating incentives to rig orbiting death stars with automated “hair trigger” devices. In theory, this automation would enhance survivability of vulnerable space weapon platforms. However, by taking the decision to commit violence
out of human hands and endowing computers with authority to make war, military planners could sow insidious seeds of accidental conflict. Yale sociologist
Charles Perrow has analyzed “complexly interactive, tightly coupled” industrial
systems, which have many sophisticated components that all depend on each
other’s flawless performance. According to Perrow, this interlocking complexity
makes it impossible to foresee all the different ways such systems could fail. He
further explains, “[t]he odd term ‘normal accident’ is meant to signal that, given
the system characteristics, multiple and unexpected interactions of failures are
inevitable.”66 Deployment of space weapons with pre-delegated authority to fire
death rays or unleash killer projectiles would likely make war itself inevitable,
given the susceptibility of such systems to “normal accidents.”
It is chilling to contemplate the possible effects of a space war. According
to Bowman, “even a tiny projectile reentering from space strikes the earth with
such high velocity that it can do enormous damage—even more than would be
done by a nuclear weapon of the same size!”67 In the same laser technology
touted by President Reagan as the quintessential tool of peace, David Langford
sees one of the most wicked offensive weapons ever conceived: “One imagines
dead cities of microwave-grilled people.”68 Given this unique potential for
destruction, it is not hard to imagine that any nation subjected to a space
weapon attack would escalate by retaliating with maximum force, including use
of nuclear, biological, and/or chemical weapons. An accidental war sparked by a
computer glitch in space could plunge the world into the most destructive military conflict ever seen.

.    :    
Official announcements of the August 1999 missile defense Memorandum
of Understanding signed by Japan and the U.S. were draped in tentative,
exploratory language; yet bureaucratic inertia could gather quickly for deployment of a Japanese TMD. One reason to expect such inertia to mount in the
political arena is the fact that American arguments for missile defense are rhetorically “delicious” exports. Politicians from Ankara to the Hague have discovered
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what President Reagan showed during the original Star Wars era: BMD has substantial political appeal, because it is a military weapon that can be sold to a broad
political spectrum of domestic constituents. A “purely defensive” TMD system
would seem to have particular attractiveness for Japanese citizens, who are
increasingly wary of regional military threats, yet generally support constitutional
restraints on offensive military power.
The fact that Japanese leaders have already shown a proclivity to extol
TMD’s “purely defensive” qualities is evidence that any American export of missile defense to Japan will likely include not only technology, but also accompanying rhetorical strategies designed to politically safeguard such hardware in the
crucible of public debate. As discussed earlier, missile defense advocates used
Reagan’s suggestion that Star Wars could render nuclear weapons “impotent and
obsolete” to co-opt the rhetorical high ground occupied by the disarmament left.
Tests were rigged and scientific processes manipulated to buoy the political fortunes of the Star Wars, Patriot, THAAD, and NMD programs. Further, the actual
purposes of the Timberwind and NMD programs were covered up in attempts to
hide politically unpopular aspects of such initiatives. Perhaps these episodes of
strategic deception in U.S. missile defense advocacy would be easier to excuse if
they were conducted by “rogue” scientists who broke the law for profit or fame.
But CIA defense guidance documents, internal DOD directives, and presidential
National Security Decision Directives reveal that during the Reagan Star Wars era,
strategic deception was not only legally authorized, but also officially mandated,
as part of the public relations campaign to promote missile defense.69
Although Japanese leaders greeted American Star Wars-era missile defense
overtures with skepticism, the 1998 launch of a Taepodong missile by North Korea
over Japan galvanized political support for TMD in Japan and led eventually to
the inking of the August 1999 MOU between Japan and the U.S. Unfortunately,
the same threatening environment that drives support for missile defense also provides rationales for public officials to ratchet up secrecy and dodge public accountability, with the explanation that full disclosure of the nature of TMD plans and
their lack of scientific basis would give comfort to the enemy. However, this preemption of public debate introduces its own set of security concerns.
Excessive secrecy locks in Cold War patterns of public discourse, where
defense officials and industry representatives monopolize arguments, sealing their
positions with the unassailable proof of classified evidence. Threat assessments
drift toward worst-case scenarios generated from simulation and speculation,
rather than more sober appraisals of foreign military capabilities and intentions.
Military officials who see the idea of public debate as a superfluous luxury skirt
critical arguments, removing issues of grave national importance from arenas of
democratic deliberation. With these patterns of public argument structuring official missile defense discourse in the U.S. during the past two decades, American
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citizens have been coaxed to spend billions of dollars for doctored scientific experiments that cover up the technical flaws of ill-conceived BMD initiatives. The
recent Japan-U.S. MOU on joint missile defense research clears the way for such
strategies to be exported to Japanese public spheres.
Export of these patterns of public argument to Japan could potentially produce tragic consequences. Profit-hungry aerospace companies, working with government scientists well-schooled in the art of technical deception, could swell
political momentum for deployment of a TMD system that appears flawless, yet is
riddled with systemic deficiencies that may only come to light in combat situations.
This outcome could invite catastrophic miscalculations in Japanese foreign policy.
False confidence in a seemingly impenetrable TMD shield could prompt Japan’s
leaders to expect their nation to be protected from enemy rockets in future conflicts, when in fact their level of vulnerability to missile strikes would be much
greater than believed. One shudders at the prospect that such a discrepancy
between actual and perceived effectiveness of a Japanese TMD system would be
brought to light by an actual ICBM launch on a Japanese city. Yet this is precisely
the scenario that would seem possible if Japanese leaders embrace the American
suggestion that missile defense can be a potent tool of diplomacy in scenarios of
rogue state blackmail. In such situations, rather than yielding ground in a diplomatic stalemate, shielded nations would dare a rogue state (or state of concern) to
follow through on their promise to launch an ICBM. Bluffing poker players who
are forced to show their poor cards after a called bet often lose the hand. Presidents
bluffing about the capability of their missile defense systems could lose entire cities.
Some missile defense proponents maintain that even if a missile shield
doesn’t work, cultivating the perception that it does can accomplish important
diplomatic aims. On this logic, missile defenses work symbolically like medical
placebos.70 For example, adherents of the “Reagan victory school” of history
believe that the illusion of Star Wars’ effectiveness sped up collapse of the Soviet
Union and helped deliver Cold War victory to the U.S.71 According to this reasoning, although Star Wars was a scientific bust, it nevertheless tricked Soviet
leaders into spending millions of rubles in response, bankrupting the Soviet
economy and forcing Soviet negotiators to make concessions in arms control
negotiations.72 Today, a corollary of this strategy has appeared in the suggestion
that a Japanese TMD could have similar effects on China.
Some say that while TMD may be useless, it may be a useful tool of diplomatic negotiations. They reason that even though the Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI), also known as the Star Wars project, was impractical
despite its enormous research cost, it was useful to push the Soviet Union
into concession in U.S.-Soviet summit talks. By the same token, they say,
TMD can also be used to obtain Chinese concessions.73
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Aside from the fact that revival of this Reagan-style “peace through
strength” approach to foreign policy is likely to ignite a cold war-style arms race
(rather than force China into making bold military concessions),74 there are basic
flaws in the historical premises underlying such a comparison. As the Federation
of American Scientists’ John Pike argues, “there is no evidence whatsoever that
the Soviet Union materially altered any of its military plans or budgets in
response to Star Wars. It is ludicrous to even suggest that a system that survived
the onslaught of Hitler’s legions would implode in the face of a pile of viewgraphs
and a few special effects tricks.”75 There were many other historical currents at
work that accounted for the draw down in superpower tensions prior to the fall
of the Berlin Wall. Matthew Evangelista, a professor of government at Cornell
University, notes that two such factors were peace movement pressure and
transnational scientific dialogue. Even with some of the freeze movement’s popular appeal defused by Star Wars, the combination of residual movement pressure
and international scientific exchanges combined to create the conditions necessary for the end of superpower hostilities. These insights challenge the veracity of
“Reagan victory school” narratives based purely on celebration of brute “peace
through strength” logic. In fact, Evangelista’s careful historical analysis reveals that
transnational peace movement activism was perhaps the primary factor driving
official decisions by both superpowers to back away from the nuclear brink.
In addition to coordination of specific policy initiatives, the transnational
network of U.S. and Soviet disarmament supporters also worked together
to create an overall atmosphere conducive to restraint on each side…The
warming of U.S.-Soviet relations would not have been possible had Reagan not
been pushed by the U.S. peace movement to address the threat of nuclear
war…U.S. and Soviet members of the transnational scientists’ movement
all considered Star Wars a dangerous waste of money, but they did not want
it to stand in the way of negotiating deep reductions in nuclear forces. The
Americans kept their Soviet colleagues apprised of the fate of SDI in congressional deliberations, the astronomical cost estimates, and the technical
critiques. They managed to persuade Gorbachev, sometimes in direct discussion, that the Soviet Union should ‘unlink’ the signing of a strategic
weapons reduction treaty from U.S. pursuit of SDI.76

Today, the ominous specter of a deliberate nuclear first-strike by the Soviet
Union no longer sustains the climate of fear that made Cold War-style “duck and
cover” drills part of daily routines in American schools. Yet other features of the
Cold War are recycled through contemporary U.S. military initiatives such as
BMD, which are buoyed by enemy threat inflation, insulated from scrutiny by
secrecy, and function primarily to line the pockets of defense contractors and swell
the campaign war chests of hawkish politicians. The interlocking constellation of
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military, economic, and political interests that sustains Cold War policies in 21st
century America is a formidable force. One of the most significant ways that cold
warriors maintain control over foreign policy decision-making is by dominating
military debates in the official public sphere. Advocates of massive defense spending dictate ground rules for argumentation, control the agenda for discussion, and
co-opt critical themes raised by dissenters.

. :  .  
Given the resiliency of missile defense advocacy campaigns through the
years, it would appear that the trajectory of post-Cold War missile defense policy
could only be influenced by arguments that challenge the underlying discursive
norms that support Cold War logic as the controlling security paradigm in public
spheres of deliberation. Communication professors Kathryn M. Olson and G.
Thomas Goodnight discuss this sort of approach to public debate as a strategy of
“discursive oppositional argument in social controversy,” which “deploys refutation of claims and moves further to dispute the implied norms of participation
signaled by the communication.”77
Evangelista’s analysis of the influence exerted by transnational peace movement activists in the U.S. and Russia during the late 1980s provides one concrete
illustration of how energetic dissent can loosen the grip of the Cold War language
game. Using what Olson and Goodnight call “discursive oppositional arguments,” American and Soviet anti-nuclear movements linked up to create, in Rita
Felski’s terminology, a “counter-public sphere” that rejected the self-reinforcing
logic of what Herbert York calls an “internal arms race.”78 Bernd W. Kubbig, of
the Peace Research Institute at Frankfurt, Germany, notes that scientists and
scholars critical of the arms race “functioned as icebreakers during the Cold War,”
working as an “epistemic community” with “an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge.”79 According to Evangelista, the successful efforts of transnational movement allies to shift the terms of public debate through “strategic use
of norms, ideas, and information,” created conditions where the superpowers
were coaxed to step back from the abyss of nuclear annihilation.80
A similar opportunity presents itself today, with the Japan-U.S. TMD
research project still in an embryonic stage. Recent official discourse on this project largely reflects Cold War themes and norms of argumentation. In Japan,
Funabashi notes that so far, “government responses to questions on TMD” have
been “provided at only a cursory level,” and that the TMD issue “is something
that has been discussed only within an extremely small circle of security professionals—the so-called security high priests.”81 However, peace movement advocates in Japan and the U.S. could use the TMD issue to galvanize transnational
counter-public spheres, opening up spaces for perennially excluded and co-opted
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voices to gain traction in public debates on security policy. In such spaces, citizens from both nations could draw upon each other’s experience to shape the
tenor and substance of public discourse.
In this regard, Americans sorting through the missile defense issue have
much to learn from Japanese nuclear abolition advocates, whose passionate opposition to nuclear weaponry is informed by the direct experience of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. According to Joseph Gerson, of the American Friends Service
Committee, the “spirit and commitment” of the Japanese hibakusha (nuclear war
survivors) are inspiring examples of the “will and steadfastness necessary to force
governments to disarm and to return the nuclear genie back to its bottle.”82 As the
only nation to have ever been subjected to nuclear attack, Japan brings an important perspective to discussions of international security in a world bristling with
weapons of mass destruction. Such perspective can help refocus missile defense
debates in constructive ways on both sides of the Pacific. For example, as the recent
report of the Tokyo Forum for Nuclear Non-Proliferation recommends, whatever
the outcome of pending missile defense deployment decisions, nuclear disarmament should be the top priority in security policy: “Missile defenses should not be
seen as an alternative to the norm of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament.”83 The report further suggests that it is especially important to maintain this
emphasis on disarmament even in the event of affirmative BMD deployment decisions, through establishment of clear exit strategies that codify conditions under
which missile defenses would be removed: “Nations would be wise to leave open
the possibility that defensive deployments could be scaled back, or even eliminated, if the sources of concern were reduced or removed.”84
In the other direction, Japanese citizens pondering the wisdom of spending billions of yen on American missile defense technology might reach more
informed decisions by learning from the experience of American citizens, who
have witnessed their government’s numerous (and largely futile) attempts to engineer an effective missile shield since 1944, when the U.S. Army initiated Project
Thumper, the nation’s first BMD program. The history of U.S. missile defense is
a trail littered with false promises, dashed expectations, and fraudulent science.
Americans could do a service to their Japanese counterparts by sharing the details
of this history, thereby putting missile defense advocates’ shopworn claim that
effective defense is “just around the corner” in proper perspective.
To the extent that reciprocal dialogue of this sort carves out deliberative
spaces for citizens to participate more critically in public debates over missile
defense, it has potential to challenge the hegemonic status of technocratic thinking as the basis of security policy. As security studies scholar Simon Dalby
explains, the Cold War produced security discourses that “act to reduce the role
of political discussion by recasting political issues in terms of technical problems.”
Such discourses “depoliticize issues by involving technical expertise in the place
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of political decision-making.”85 Today’s arguments for missile defense reflect this
Cold War pattern of reasoning, with advocates prescribing the technical solution
of defensive weapons as an elixir for the political problem of WMD proliferation.
In this context, can dialogue and diplomacy really compete with the rhetorically
delicious appeal of the missile defense tech-fix? The answer to this question
hinges in large part on the efforts of scientists, scholars, and citizens to develop
concrete security frameworks that provide credible alternatives to the technocratic model.
One promising initiative in this regard is the “Diplomacy First!” proposal
recently announced by the Union of German Scientists (VDW). This proposal is
remarkable for the way it indicts American calls for NMD and TMD by developing detailed alternatives for dealing politically with the problem of WMD proliferation. Such alternatives are founded on a “policy of prevention” that seeks to
control the spread of arms through means of “institutionalized dialogue.”86
Kubbig’s Modernized, Mutually Minimizing Missile Threat Concept
(“Quadruple M-TC”) represents one concrete expression of this strategy for
achieving post-Cold War security through diplomacy, rather than technological
dominance. Kubbig’s security blueprint may be of particular interest to Japanese
officials and citizens, since it draws from recent successes in the North Korean
case to illustrate the effectiveness of a “Diplomacy First!” approach.
Contemporary missile defense discussions are freighted with weighty subtexts that often fail to surface in technically oriented debates conducted in official spheres of deliberation. One such subtext can be cast as a question of
governance.87 Should hard choices on nuclear weapons policy be left to the security “high priests,”88 who generally make decisions based on secret data churned
through recycled Cold War models? If not, is the vision of a post-Cold War
democracy dividend on security policy a workable alternative worth pursuing?
These questions signal that missile defense deployment decisions not only present
important choices regarding military strategy; as moments of collective judgment, they can also be seen as virtual referenda on the relative merits of technocratic versus democratic forms of governance. 
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